
U.S. Antarctic Research Program, 1972-1973
Review of year-round activities

This issue of the Antarctic Journal contains the second part of a review of U.S. programs in Antarctica during 1972-
[973. Included are descriptions of Stateside data analyses and reports on year-round scientific observations made at
tntarctic stations (including unmanned facilities) and from aboard satellites and research ships of the U.S. and other
;ountries. The first part of this review, in the July-August 1972 issue, described field activities that took place over
:he past austral summer. Because of space limitations in this issue, a few additional reports will be in the November-
December issue.

The NOAA antarctic meteorological
program
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The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
ion meteorological program in Antarctica comprises two
ypes of atmospheric monitoring: (1) surface and upper-
hr weather conditions are measured and disseminated
mmediately to international users, as part of the World
Weather Watch of the World Meteorological Organiza-
ion, and, during the austral summer, to U.S. Navy
weather forecasters at McMurdo Station and at Christ-
:hurch, N.Z.; (2) the elements and compounds that
Tiake up the atmosphere are monitored to provide a data
ase for research on changes in air quality and variations
n climate. During the 1972-1973 season, a two-man Na-
:ional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-National
Weather Service team at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Sta-
ion carried out the following program:

1. Surface synoptic weather observations every 6 hours
2. Rawinsonde observations (measurement of pres-

;ure, temperature, humidity, and winds aloft) daily at
)000 Greenwich Mean Time

3. Continuous exposure of special air filters for later
inalysis by the Atomic Energy Commission, to determine
be amount and make up of radioactive debris captured
)y the filters

4. Collection of air samples in special evacuated flasks
For later laboratory analysis of carbon dioxide concentra-
:ions, by the Scripps Institution of Oceanography

5. Astronomical and weather conditions permitting,
itmospheric turbidity measurements were made, concur-
rent with surface synoptic observations

6. During the austral summer, additional surface and
ipper-air observing programs, as necessary, to provide
real-time information to support the aviation operations.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's
Environmental Research Laboratories also had one man

stationed at South Pole Station. His meteorological duties
included:

1. Measurement of the vertical profile of ozone and
radiation fluxes twice per month, simultaneously with
the rawinsonde observations, extending the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's long-period
investigations of the variations of ozone concentrations
and changes of radiation fluxes at this location

2. Total ozone observations thrice-daily, when weather
and astronomical conditions permitted, providing addi-
tional information about variations in atmospheric ozone

3. Continuous measurement at the surface of five radi-
ation parameters for the National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration's ongoing research on the earth's
heat budget

4. Daily Aitken nuclei counts to determine back-
ground levels of particulate burdening at the surface

5. Measurements of potential gradient, air-earth cur-
rent, electrical conductivity and the concentration of
cloud condensation nuclei to establish a baseline of the
electrical climate of the environment on the polar plateau.

The program for monitoring atmospheric constituents
at South Pole Station is designed to obtain measurements
in "clean" air. These benchmark measurements will be
used to determine long-term trends in the amount of
carbon dioxide and other gases, of particulates, and of
trace materials in the air, any of which might affect
weather and climate or serve as indicators of man's
impact on climate. Benchmark observations also are
made at the Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii (jointly
sponsored by the National Science Foundation and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), at
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's
Point Barrow (Alaska) Observatory, and at Cape
Matatula, American Samoa. Two more locations are
planned, one on the West Cost of the United States
and another on Bermuda. Secular observations from these
present four locations will furnish information that will
enable scientists to judge the progress of progfams de-
signed to reduce pollution and to assess climatic changes
caused by man or by natural phenomena. The antarctic
work described here is supported by National Science
Foundation grant AG-267.
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